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class, is arbitrary but fixed and known. For convenience, arriving units of a given customer class are referred to by color. All K colors must eventually be counted in arrivals of every (T E C( K 1. A typical arrival sequence is y, = CR, R G, R R G, *.a > E C(2). Since ordering of colors is completely arbitrary, a sequence may consist of a single color for the first f)~ arrivals, followed by arrivals of the remaining K-l colors.
Let (X(t); t > 0) denote a continuous time, D-state semi-Markov process that describes internode migration of a typical arrival once it enters r E 7401, independent of color. X(t) tl IS le node entered by a unit at its most recent change of node prior to time t. ( X( t >> is characterized by an embedded Markov chain with stochastic, absorbing transition matrix P = (pi .>, conditional residence time distribution function matrix w = (wi (s)), an d stochastic interval transition probability function matrix (' F = cfi,ca z,j = 1,2 , , D). The element fii(t)
is the conditional probability that X(t) =j, given that the initial node. (state) is X(0 + > = i. Assuming time invariance, the conditional probability that X(t) = j, given that X(Z) = i (0 < z < t) is f,&t -2). El ements of F are functions of elements of P and W.
For all n E C(1) with arrival intensity a(t) it is well known that counts of units in nodes 1,2,. . . , D (0 < t < ~1 are independent Poisson distributed random variables with joint probability function AnI, n2 ,..., nU) = P(N,(t) = n,, N2(t) = n2,. .) N,>(t) = II,,)
Cn.j = 0, 1,2, e.0) (j = 1,. . . , D)
Subscript i denoting node of entry into r is suppressed:
ii)
(1)
Counts in Markoo-Reneud
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Derivation of equation (1) rests upon i) the order statistic property of the Poisson process and ii) independence of movements of units upon entering 7~, which give rise to a multinomial model of dispersal of units in rTT. That is, the conditional probability of occurrence of the joint event, given n = n, + .** +n,] units are initially in entry node i at time z (0 5 z < t), that n,, np,. . , nU units are in nodes 1,2, , D at time t is
Interval transition probabilities fi( s) are assumed to be positive in the interval (0, t).
Our objective is to demonstrate the joint probability function II,, , n,,) for any r E r( D> and any u E C( K 1 and, additionally, to demonstrate a numerical method for computing p(n,, n,, , n,,) and any marginal probability function obtainable from it. A case study of the system (X,(21, 7r(21) will show how spreadsheets can be used to routinely compute , n,,) and all marginal probability functions.
Ph
P(%, n,,
JOINT PROBABILITIES OF COUNTS BY COLOR AND NODE
Consider an arrival process (T E C(K). (T is an infinite sequence of units where each is tagged by one of K colors in an aribtrary but fixed and known order. All K colors are represented. Given that n arrivals have occurred in a finite interval (0, t) the number of units of each color is known. Denote these numbers by K indices k,<(n), k,(n), . . , k,( > n w iere their sum equals 12 for 1 any n = 1,2, .
When the first K -1 indices are specified the Kth is determined since k,(n) = n -C,k,(n).
Denote counts of colored units in nodes 1,2, . , D by random variables N,<,(t), . , NH,Jf), . . , N,,(t), . . , N,. (t) and let denote the joint probability function for occurrence of the joint event that nIlI,.
. , ncu units of the K colors are resident in the D nodes of 7~ at time t. Given that n arrivals have occurred in (0, r> p(n,,, . . , ncn) factors as the product of a conditional probability T(YI~,, , , n,,,>; n; u) and an uncondi- tional Poisson probability q(n; t) of n arrivals in (0, t):
An,,,... , q;,,) = q( n; f> . r( rt,ll,. , qill; n; a), The probabilities (Y,, . , a,) are assumed to be color-independent.
If not, Equation (3) holds after indexing the (Y'S on color as well as node. Even when they are color-independent node-count probabilities are not "colorblind". That is, if a pair of units of different colors are swapped between two nodes with node count totals holding constant, the joint probabilities of the two vectors may be unequal. To show this, multiply and divide Equation (3) by the product (%I + a.* +n,,)!x *** x ( IIH,) + .** +r+;,,)!.
Then rearranging and combining terms we have p( n,, , . . , nRu,. . . , n,, , . . . , ncill)
where n = n, + n, + .** +n,,; nl = n,3i + .** +n,:, (j = 1,.
, Zl); an d quantities ( ni n,j,. . , nGj
) are multinomial coefficients.
The terms that vary, causing changes in the right hand side of equation (4) are the products fi nRi! .*a n,j! j=l All other terms on the right side of (4) remain unchanged when pairs of different colored units are swapped between nodes. Equation (4) also illustrates another argument for deducing the joint probability function p( nR,, . . . , n,, ) whenever the probabilities CX. are color independent. Both Equations (3) and (4) (4) may also be written in terms of binomial coefficients.
Equation (4) shows that the joint probability function factors as the product of two functions, the first depending on network topology aild the second depending on the ordering of colors. The right side of (4) also indicates the degree to which dependence occurs among random variables Nij. If the ratios of multinomial coefficients were all equal to one, mutual independence would hold as in Equation (1). Distinct arrival processes a, and a, give rise to distinct probability distributions on the sample space of vectors ( rl,<, , . . , II (; ,] ). Differences may or may not be recognized in numerical computations because the processes may differ only beyond some large t1 whose Poisson probabilities match for numbers of arrivals less than n. 
NON-POISSON
COMPUTATION OF JOINT AND MARGINAL PROBABILITIES
Marginal probabilities are obtained by summing over subsets of probabilities corresponding to vectors in the sample space of the random vector
, %,,I> . , NGu) in which conditions on subsets of columns are fixed in advance. Computations can be performed in two ways. In the first method, joint probabilities are computed from either Equations (3) or (4), in which columns of the random vector correspond to fields in a data base. Individual sample vectors correspond to records. Marginal probabilities are simply tabulated by summing over appropriate subsets of columns. The advantage of this method is its simplicity of implementation and the ability to compute every possible marginal probability distribution routinely and with-
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out danger of committing errors in formulae preparation. The disadvantage is that superfluous joint probabilities may have to be computed for a given problem. Additionally, the method becomes impractical for problems in which very large numbers of sample vectors are involved. This technique is demonstrated in the case study that follows.
The second method for computing marginal probabilities consists of writing formulae that compute and sum joint probabilities from Equations (3) or (4) over subsets of sample vectors, using standard theory for formulae creation. The advantages and disadvantages of this method are reversed from those of the first method. A factor that complicates formulae creation is the presence of the indices k,i.
Considerations that apply to either method are i) number of sample vectors for which probabilities must be computed, and ii) speed of computation. The first consideration has two aspects which are 1) necessary and sufficient numbers of sample vectors for which probabilities must be computed and 2) required error bounds on computation on sums of probabilities and on approximation of individual probabilities. The second factor relates to the first inasmuch as numbers of sample vectors and error bounds affect speed of computations. Additionally, performance of code that computes and sums probabilities over subsets of salnple vectors is another aspect of overall speed of computation. A tradeoff exists between methods in this respect. This paper does not provide definitive answers to all of the above considerations. Some answers are given, however. Equation (3) is used to compute a sufficient number of sample vectors whose joint probabilities must be computed. The probability function q(n; t) is summed from n = 0 to 12 = n(max), where n(max) is to be determined as follows:
i) Set the time t and evaluate m(t); ii) Select a value E (0 < .F * 1) for which the sum of Poisson probabilities q(n; t) from n = 0 through n = n(max) must be at least as large as 1 -E;
iii) Find the smallest r&ax) for which The term r(n,,, . . . , n,,; n; CT) on the right hand side of equation (3) distributes the probability mass q(n; t) over a number of sample vectors given by the product of multinomial probabilities inside the brackets on the right side of Equation (5). In order for the sum of joint probabilities to sum to at least 1 -E, care must be exercised in determining the approximation error acceptable in computing the joint probabilities that must be summed. Premature roundoff of significant digits leads to a sum of probabilities that is less than 1 -E. As the number of sample vectors increases, the danger of incorrect approximation of individual joint probabilities increases.
Equation (5) gives the least upper bound on the number of sample vectors whose joint probabilities must be computed. Some sample vectors may be included whose probabilities are smaller than the minimum required by the limit of roundoff error. Those probabilities are, in effect, set equal to zero, and time required to compute them is wasted. If they can be identified in advance they may be excluded from the "required number" computed by Equation (5). The set of probabilities and associated vectors obtained by reducing the set implied by Equation (5) by the subset just identified gives a minimal sufficient set of sample vectors from which all marginal distributions can be computed. When the specific marginal distributions are given that must be computed, the minimal sufficient set is further reduced, which determines a necessary and sufficient set whose joint probabilities must be computed for the given marginal distribution. The set of sample vectors that are necessary and sufficient for computation of a specific marginal distribution can, in general, only be determined by the second method of computation given above.
To illustrate points outlined above, consider an example of a network rr E q(2) and an arrival process
(+ E C(2) where (T = (R, G, R, G, . ).
Arriving units enter node 1 initially and after a random time in residence, enter a sink node 2. Let n(t) = 1 and let t = 1. Suppose a number of sample vector probabilities must be computed sufficient for their sum to be within 6 = 0.005 of unity. From a table of Poisson probabilities, the smallest n from which the sum of Poisson probabilities, from 0 through n is n = n(max) = 4. Entering Table la for D = 2 and n = 4, the number of vector probabilities that must be computed is no greater than the sum of entries in the D = 2 column from n = 1 through n = 4, plus 1 for the case n = 0, or a total of 22. If the allowable deviation from unity is set at E = 0.001, the nmnber of vectors for which probabilities must be computed is at most 34. Tables 221 and   2b show the nine vector probabilities for n = 4 when mean residence time in node 1 is 1.0 and 0.1, respectively. In Table 2a , all but the single starred probability must be computed for the sum to reach 0.015, which is the difference between the sum 0.981 (n = 3) and the sum 0.996 (n = 4). In Table 2b , only the four non-starred probabilities need to be computed for the rounded sum to reach 0.015. A savings of 55 percent in the number of probabilities that need to be computed would have been achieved while meeting the error margin requirement if it could have been efficiently determined in advance i) whether significant savings in computation time would have been achieved and ii) which vector probabilities need not have been computed. As E diminishes, larger values of rz(max) are required, which leads to a nonlinear increase in the number of probabilities that potentially must be computed. Computation time will increase exponentially as n(max> increases due to the factorials present in Equation (-5) unless a recursive > of Poisson distributed arrivals with constant arrival intensity a. Let 7~ E ~(2) be a two-node network in which arrivals enter node I, whereupon after random, independent times in residence in node 1, they enter absorbing node 2. Residence time cdf in node 1 is assmned to have the form F(s) = 1 -em"'(h > 0). This is the simplest of all topologies that cali be defined for two node networks. Interval transition probability functions are f,(t) = 1 -F( t > and j-&I = F(t). Let is = 5.0 X lo-", n = 1, h = 1, and t = 1. Then n(max) = 7. From Equation (5) the maximum number of sample vectors for which probabilities must be computed is 70. Individual joint probabilities are computed from equation (4) and listed in Table 3 under the heading I>,( II H,, n H3, nc, , nc2 ).
For n = 7 all twenty probabilities are listed as 0.0000 although when summed they contribute a rounded total of 0.0001 to the accumulated sum of probabilities. Had they been carried as having vahie zero, their contribution to the accumulated sum would have been zero.
Marginal probabilities are tabulated routinely from Table 3 . The marginal probability function p(nH,, n,, ) illustrated in Table 4 is obtained by summing p (n,,, n,,, nH2, ncG2) over all values of lrfi" and trcZ. A roundoff error of 0.0002 is created by summing only over the first four unrounded digits as shown in the Table. The marginal probability function p( rzH, , nR2) depicted I  2  2  2  :1  3  3  0  0  0  0  1  1  1  1  2  2  2  2  3  3  R  3  0  0  0  0  1  I  1  1  2  2  2  2  3  3  3  3  4  4 in Table 5 is similarly obtained from Table 3 . The marginal distribution of count of red (R) units in node 1 shown in Table 6 can be obtained from  either Tables 3, 4 , or 5 although roundoff errors will vary. Table 6 shows the distribution of the cormt of red units in node 1 when the arrival process of red units is GaInma distributed. If, for example, node 1 is a multi-station service facility for arriving units where interarrival times are independent and Gamma distributed, Table 6 gives the distribution of the number of incomplete services at time t = 1, the mean number at that time being 0.452. Table 3 is a direct printout of a spreadsheet in which certain columns of intermediate calculations are hidden. A data base tool for generating sample vectors and their joint probabilities could have been used as well. Commercial databases have very large capacities for records (sample vectors) so the issue is whether speed of computation is sufficient to permit this method to be practical for systems involving numbers of sample vectors on the order of millions. 
CONCLUSION
Small systems in the family (77(D), X,( K >> are easily modelled using spreadsheet or database software subject to the condition that internil transition probability functions can be computed. The problem of computing interval probability functions is not discussed in this paper. Exact representations of interval transition probability functions are not feasible in the general case although they are available for many networks with simplified connective topology.
Non-Poisson arrival processes, including processes in which interarrival time intervals are not identically distributed, are easily represented by insert-
